
Please have a go at one of the activities each week. You can either bring in work or photographs of what you have done.
Homework will be collected each week on a Tuesday and books returned on Thursday.

House points will be awarded for effort and enthusiasm.
Children are expected to read for 20 minutes every day and practise their times tables 2 to 3 times per week.

Spelling tests this term will cover words sent home during the year.

Presenting and interpreting data
Choose a topic for gathering data for example, the number of different
breeds of dog you see walking through the park one day; your own traffic
survey somewhere safe and appropriate; the total number of goals in each
game in the Premier League one weekend. Find something you are
interested in!

When you have gathered the data, present it in a graph of your choosing
that you think will best show the information and then write three to four
sentences describing what you have learned.

Squared paper, pairs of compasses and protractors are available from
school.

Mapping some geography features of the UK
On a map of the UK (blank maps provided) show:

● the boundaries between the nations
● the capital city of each of the nations of the UK
● Oxford
● the highest peak (mountain) in each nation (can you draw the range

they are part of and name the range?)
● the longest river in each nation (draw carefully, source to mouth)
● the names of the seas/oceans around the coastline.

Add in places or geographical features that are important to you, for
example the places where your other family members live, places you have
been on holiday, where your parents were born etc.
Make sure your map is both accurate and attractive to look at.
Include a key and north arrow.
Could you edge the coastline in blue?

Research project - The Mappa Mundi
Best website: https://www.themappamundi.co.uk/mappa-mundi/

Go and find out about the Mappa Mundi, a significant mediaeval map on
display in Hereford Cathedral. Spend time exploring it. What does it show?
What was known at the time? Why is it significant?

Present what you find interesting in any way you want - reproduce the map;
draw your favourite parts and say why you like them; focus on a few key
features; compare it to our accurate modern maps; create a range of “DId
you know …?” question cards; write a non-chronological report - any way
you choose to show what you have enjoyed learning. (Can you find Jason’s
Golden Fleece, Noah’s Ark, Rome and a unicorn?)

How we grow and change
Can you create a photo timeline of yourself from when you were a tiny baby
through to now? Are there any clues in the photos to show when they were
taken?

Can you create a timeline for a family member in an older generation? What
are the clues that their photos were taken longer ago? Look at things like
clothing, furniture, paint colours, car designs and registration and
packaging, all of which change over time.

Under your timeline you could write some sentences about what you have
found interesting through doing the project; or the changes you can see in
the photos that tell you the person is getting older.

https://www.themappamundi.co.uk/mappa-mundi/

